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Welcome,





All The Information You’ll Need About Nature, Wellness, Parks and More





Discover everything you’ll ever need to know. Your ultimate guide to nature, leisure, sports, and community activities in the heart of Columbus.










Learn More




See Our Articles




























Who We Are





As experts in recreation and parks, our mission is to inspire and facilitate outdoor experiences and community well-being. We are passionate about connecting people with nature, promoting health and wellness through diverse recreational activities, and fostering a deep appreciation for the beauty and benefits of parks.




















Nature





Our website is your gateway to embracing nature’s wonders through recreation and parks, highlighting the symbiotic relationship between human well-being and the natural world.
















Wellness





Our platform advocates for wellness, emphasizing how recreation and parks are vital resources for nurturing our community’s physical, mental, and emotional health.
















Creativity





Our website spotlights creativity, illustrating how parks and recreational spaces inspire artistic expression, innovative play, and imaginative exploration in vibrant community settings.




















Community





Our site celebrates community, showcasing parks and recreation as essential hubs for social connection, cultural enrichment, and fostering a sense of belonging among diverse groups.
















Information





Our website is a treasure trove of information, offering comprehensive insights, tips, and guides to maximize your enjoyment and engagement with parks and recreation opportunities.
















Events





Our platform is your go-to for events, highlighting a curated calendar of recreational and park activities that unite communities, celebrate seasons, and create lasting memories.
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A Community Focused Website





There’s More Here Than Just Columbus





This website is filled with information about more than just Columbus


















Embrace and learn





Find relevant articles about anything you could imagine, from being outside to your favorite nature trails.

























Find your next “go-to”





Looking for something to do? Jump into our articles and find your next weekend getaway.

























Stay in-touch





Community is our main focus, and you’ll find that connection that may be missing using our events and guides.


























What The World Is Saying About Us





Don’t just take our word for it. Here’s what the community is saying:
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Alicia Goldsbergs





Loves Parks












“I absolutely love this website! As someone who visits parks regularly, it’s been an invaluable resource for discovering new spots and events. The detailed guides and tips have enhanced my outdoor experiences significantly. Whether it’s a serene hike or a vibrant community event, I always find something exciting. It’s transformed how I explore and enjoy the great outdoors.”
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Muller Fway





Professional Athlete












“As a professional athlete, this website has been a game-changer for my training and leisure. It’s my go-to for finding parks with the best trails and facilities to maintain my regimen. The events section also keeps me in the loop for local competitions and community runs. It’s not just a resource; it’s an essential part of my athletic journey and success.”
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Johnson Refurk





Resides In Columbus












“As a Columbus resident, this website has been a revelation, uncovering hidden gems and popular parks right in my backyard. It’s become my daily guide for outdoor activities, from serene walks to family picnics. The event listings keep me connected with the community, and the detailed park information helps me plan my weekends. It’s truly enhanced my appreciation for our city’s green spaces.”

















Essential Packing List for a Day Hike in Nature [Don’t Forget These!]
[image: ]Discovering the perfect packing list for a day hike in nature is an art! Learn how to prepare a comprehensive first aid…

Continue Reading

Become Spiritually Healthy: Practical Tips to Enhance Your Well-Being [Must Read]
[image: ]Discover how to enhance your spiritual well-being in a hectic world. Learn practical tips like starting your day with meditation, staying mindful,…

Continue Reading

Maximize Your Results: Tracking Fitness Progress in Outdoor Settings [Unlock Your Potential]
[image: ]Discover the joys of tracking fitness progress in outdoor settings. Dive into the emotional and mental benefits of exercising in nature, boosting…

Continue Reading

How many national parks border Canada? [Discover the Breathtaking Parks!]
[image: where-are-the-largest-national-parks-in-canada]Discover how Glacier National Park and Waterton Lakes National Park, which border Canada, captivate visitors with stunning landscapes and diverse activities. Gain…

Continue Reading

Discover Who Does the Music for Our National Parks [Behind the Melodies]
[image: who-does-the-music-for-our-great-national-parks]Discover the enchanting world of music in our national parks! Dive into how talented composers and musicians collaborate with conservation organizations to…

Continue Reading

Planning a Nature Scavenger Hunt for Adults: Tips for an Epic Adventure [Boost Excitement]
[image: ]Embark on a thrilling adult nature scavenger hunt experience! Learn the significance of post-hunt reflections, sharing stories, and capturing memories with fellow…

Continue Reading

Ultimate Guide to Park Fitness Programs for Weight Loss [Get Fit Now!]
[image: ]Discover the ultimate guide to shedding those extra pounds with park fitness programs. Learn how these programs can boost your mood, enhance…

Continue Reading

Discover What National Parks Have Rattlesnakes [Stay Safe While on Your Adventure]
[image: where-are-the-largest-national-parks-in-canada]Discover the national parks where rattlesnakes may slither in your path. Unveil safety tips for encountering these reptiles and how to navigate…

Continue Reading

Exploring Botswana’s Large National Parks: Chobe, Moremi & Central Kalahari [Discover Wildlife Wonders]
[image: does-botswana-have-large-national-parks]Explore Botswana’s captivating national parks in this article, from the elephant havens of Chobe National Park to the diverse ecosystems of Moremi…

Continue Reading
















Let’s Build Something Together






Reach out now











		


		
		
		
		
	

	
		
			


	

	
RENTAL VENUES
			

	Shelterhouses
	Premier Venues
	Open Air Shelters








		
RESERVOIR INFORMATION
			






	Marinas and Docks








		

Hours
			Monday-Friday

8am-5pm



		
Contact
			marketing@ localliftseo.com (no space)
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